
Sush� Wow Men�
5585 Simmons St, North Las Vegas, United States

+17028699696 - https://www.sushiwow-lasvegas.com/

The restaurant from North Las Vegas offers 16 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average $11.9.
What Adrian H likes about Sushi Wow:

This place isn't crazy nice but I know there very clean and fast with service I get treated like royalty every time I
eat there. There service is great I love eating here and there rolls are so good I've tried a lot of sushi spots in

vegas there's sun bad sun good but this is on the good side for sure! read more. The rooms in the restaurant are
wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. What Linda S doesn't like

about Sushi Wow:
This place has gone downhill. I've been coming through for years. I understand that they just got new

management. But seriously, I've been sitting since 7pm and the female waitress came by to get our order once.
Not once has she taken a new order, not once has she refilled our drinks. Just terrible. In the meantime she'll

stand in the kitchen or behind the sushi bar and giggle with her coworkers. Seriously annoyed. T... read more. At
Sushi Wow from North Las Vegas, scrumptious sushi (e.g., Maki and Te-Maki) is prepared for you, along with

numerous other variations, always fresh with ingredients like fish, vegetables and meat, You can take a break at
the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. The dishes are prepared
typically Asian, Moreover, the delicious desserts of the house shine not only on children's plates and in

children's eyes.
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Specia� Roll�
RED MOUNTAIN ROLL $14.0

Tempur� Rolle�
SALMON TEMPURA $10.0

Cub� Sp�ia�
PHILADELPHIA TEMPURA $9.0

Hous� Specia� Roll�
FOREVER 21 ROLL $15.0

Ingredient� Use�
HONEY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

DESSERTS

Mai� course�
SUSHI

CRAB

LASAGNA

Chef Specia� Roll�
LEXY SPECIAL ROLL $14.0

JUNG SPECIAL ROLL $14.0

SHAWN'S ROLL $14.0

Tempur� an� Bake�
CRAZY BOY TEMPURA $8.0

HUNGRY TEMPURA $8.0
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WHITE MISTAKE TEMPURA $13.0
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